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The BulbNewsletter No 5
.--_-_ ._ :Anew €010)?!ch ffllflflVfi fro-111..1am

I. I

It is not often that I get the opportunity to report on one of my own

_"_papersbut hot from the press in late 1993 came the publication of a7._.:_._
*hewly discovered speoies whioh is such an Interesting tmd that I thought

It worth passmg on; the Information about it I oorauthored the paper With

.__Dr.8.Ft.Yadav (Goa Unwerszty) and Dr N.9.81th (Botanical Survey of

India, Jodhpur) and ___itIs published in Kew BulletIn 48 735 737(1 993) Dr

:'"Yadav collected some speesmens in 1990 which he could not Identify and

_'_fsentthern to me for an opinion Clearly the plant represented one oI the-jiff-
__ genera related __t_o__Co/cfl/cum(LiliaoeaeIColohIoaoeae) and more speoItI- - .

catty, i9 IOfl/genxa but at the sarne time was not an lphigenia The
oloSes-t relative ._II'Ifact turned oLItto be Gambia/1mm a genus

foorISIstIng of only one speoies in South Africa Although differing
somewhat from Campfom‘z/za sire/1105a the one known speCIes, ._we'_=_x~
.:_:':_deoidedthat the Indian plant did in tact, belong to the same genus but

was an undesoribed speoies So,ILIllofmgenwty, we oaIled it 5‘. rooms!
'

Gambia/figsloath?IS a rather; rare pla,nt {growing in a sine“area oil'-
.. MaharashtraState in ditohes In open grassland,flowering In mid June lt;__{

1J-1'-I"IaSa small dark brown :oorm, roughly like that of a Co/o/‘z/az/mm shape
,and this produces a slender- stern 1—525 om in height at flowering time

-..T-he stem oarries 3 5 narrow leaves, 5—W cm long and only 3 7- mm Wide . _'i"
.--=and a raceme (actually.a. coryrnb, with all the flowers at about the sarne

height) of upward—tapingflowers each about 2 cm in diameter and bright
-

pink or pinkish mauve. These genera differ markedly from Cafe/treat}? In

that the six perianth segments are separate from each other not joined
together into a tube to form a goblet shaped flower. and; in the base oI' _5
.«Campz‘om‘zxza Ind/ca; they are sharply retlexed, leavmg the stamens -'

a-x-protruding upwards -,AIso-r=Campfom‘I/Za unlike Cafe/mum has an ovary
.__«withonly one style .-(3separate styles: in Co/cb/bunj. The most striking.
-.-3..difterenoe=~between this new species and the SoLith Atrioan speCIes

(ism/mesa Is the tlower size, the periartth segments of a: mama being
1 1 5 cm long and those of 6'. Sim/770.953.. only 3 5 mm.- Obviously this is .-

not a horticulturally very exciting plant, but a:- small group of them woold
be every bit as attractive as say, one of the small springe flowering -_..

.oolohioums or merenderas. ShouId it ever appear-2:; in cultivation-- (as far as

._I know it has not yet been introduced to: any of: :ztheéizIndian botanic-xv
.- gardens), it will presumably need to be. treated as a summeogrower In

..the wild it begins -»to grow soon after the first monsoon rains and
completes its growthcyoleduringJune and July

"' '

--

- '-



awe er Colcfizbzrm Relative

Writing in the South African journal, Veld & Flora (Kirstenbosch)
Y9:14—15(1993), Barbara Pike describes and illustrates the fascinating
Andrea/mam!” me/anfbxe/a’es a member of the family Liliaceae/Colchi-
caceae. The veined flowers and bracts, presumably, are the reason for

the vernacular name Pyjama Flower, and the broad concave bracts

which surround the flowers have undoubtedly resulted in Little-Men—

in—a—Boat; there are Afrikaans names as well, Patrysblom and Bobbe~

jaanskoen. The generic name Andrea/mom”? is a combination of ‘male’

and ‘cup’, or maybe ‘boat’, perhaps referring to the fact that the most

obvious parts of the flowers are the stamens and the bracts, the main

impression of the whole ‘flower’ being of prominent stamens cupped in

the centre of several broad bracts. tutost species are very dwarf, with a

rosette of leaves at ground level and the flowers resting in the centre.

This genus has a wide distribution, with several species scattered

through the Mediterranean region and more in southern Africa. A.

me/anrfl/b/iies occurs in both the eastern and western Gaps, in the

Orange Free State, western Natal, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe and

Zambia. I suspect that, with this wide distribution, its behaviour in

cultivation will depend upon the origin of the particular clone acquired.
My own plants of it behave as winter growers, dormant in summer,

whereas those from the eastern Cape are more likely to be summer

growers, dormant in winter (see next item). Androcymb/k/m differs from

Co/ch/eum most obviously in having small short—tubed flowers clustered

together between the leaves and surrounded by larger leaf-like bracts,

usually a different colour from the leaves and flowers and often whitish

with darker green or purplish veining. The corm is very like that of a

small colchicum, elongated with a sort of ‘foot’ at the base and a dark

brown to blackish tunic. In the case of the A. me/anm/b/tfesillustrated in

the article the bracts are a shade of pinkish-purple, but can vary from

pale pink to a darker mauve, and the stamens are bright yellow. each

flower does have the standard issue of six perianth segments but they
are insignificant. Barbara Pike notes that in the Transvaal Highveld the

plant sometimes occurs in vast numbers and that it will only appear after

adequate rain; it there is insufficient rain it will stay dormant. She also

comments that the corms are used by the South Sotho people as a

medicine for sore ears and as a charm to deter enemies. Several genera

in the Colchicaceae are known to contain poisonous alkaloids, and the

chromosome—doubling substance appropriately named colchicine, so it is

quite likely that they are also present in Androgrbrkzm species. Any
medicinal dabbling in the case of Colchicaceae is therefore best left to

serious medical researchers: we don’t want any tetraploid humans

around with the Olympics coming up, but perhaps it only works on plants.
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Bulb 6211!; Velma Water or 50mm or Ordering?

ObVIOUSIy a book could be when solelyabout bulb culttvatton (I am
working on itl), since the bulbs which we grow to our gardens have come

to _us from all over the world and from a wrde range of cllmates soIls-=.- .

and habitats Th__:ereis,- however one? fundamental aspect of bIIlb-grovang_’_-'
5

which we need to address before going on to the subtlettes such as?)
which soil mix to use, how Warm to; keep them etc and that is when to'if __

start them into-;- growth Bulbs have largely evolved in response tof'gj'.
"

climates which have alternating-1wet and dry perrods for It Is an effectIve_’__"-_

way of overcoming an adverse period of drought and means that the:-_*._'_
plant has plenty. of food--reserves locked up for; a gotok start when the‘_"*-_

'

adverse period ls over Hence;many bulbs start into growth very rapidly-55:.
-

after rain has fallen, some of them flowering, Immedtately, and thus make

the maXImum use of what is often a rather short growing perlod before

the next dry season In temperateregions the Wet and dry periods
usually-g;coincide with cool and warm periods as well; and these four

factors combine Into basically two sets of condItIons In thoh the majority
ofthe world’stemperate bulbs occur: -- --

-

-

-

--

(1) cool damp wintersand warm dry summers and

(2_) _cooldry wmters and warm damp summers

ThIs __i__,-.sof: course, an over-ermplrftcatIon but is suftICIentIy true tor our

present purposes When brought Into cultIvatIon the bulbs from these-[fl
temperate regIons will:continue to behave in the way in whlch they have-*3
always behaved even If a change of hemzsphere is Involved If they are’_‘fff=‘_-
moved from one hemIsphere to anotherthey merely change them cycle of

'

growth; by 6.-monthsto agifallInto line with the tImIng of the seasons (in at-f3-‘3
least the first year after Importatron they may, however be somewhat'f-fifi*
confused) They are fixed In their behavtour and WINoften start growmgar'i

'

at the appropriate tzme ofz-year, even if: water Is}. not avaItable NurserIes'1-Vf-"5'.'"ref_

somettmes offer; corms of Freeslas and SparaXIs both of thch are-*5“- --

'

naturally winter growers, In spring for plantmg out for a summer

flowering. The corms wrll have been stored artItIoIally warm and dry to

sIrnuIate an extended summer dormancy Once planted In spnng theYifin-f-i
WIIIgrow durmg the summer If given plenty of mosture but afterthat one_'..;,;_._'-_.'_.;_’
season they willtry to revert to than former wmtengrowmg habIts unless]; '_._.__
thecorms__are mum and stored agaln warm and dry for the wmter In; rny.__;_.._,:___

'

experts-nee thIs seldom works for they are always stnvmg to make-._;._..._._-_i__
growth in than accustomed autumn wmter wood and just hemmeéi;_
weaker and weaker Ifthey are forCIbly prevented from domg so

The cllmatIc category (I) Is very.famIliarto thosewho like a bitof wtnterig:5.5.2::'
sunshtne because it Includes :the much loved: (by plants as well as???

3
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humans) Mediterranean climate which promotes such a wealth of plants,
not just bulbs. Areas of the world with this ‘cool winter rain (or snow) and

warm summer drought’ climate include the Mediterranean region itself,
eastwards through Iran and Afghanistan to the central Asiatic mountain

ranges and the extreme western Himalaya. The western United States to

the west of the Rockies, especially California and Oregon, also have a

winter rainfall/summer drought climate. Switching to the Southern

Hemisphere, the western slopes of the Andes, particularly in Chile, also

receive winter rainfall coming in from the sea, as doesthe South—western

Cape region of South Africa, and the south—western part of Western

Australia. All of these areas contain very many petaloid monocots, and a

great number of them ‘bulbous’ in the wide sense of the word, although
for some reason few of those from Western Australia have developed
swollen storage organs, many of them opting for a tough rhizome with a

mass of wiry roots. There are other smaller areas with this type of

climate, for example parts of eastern Argentina and adjacent Uruguay,
where there are some familiar subjects such as woe/on emf/0mm and

several Alofhoscordumand Zephyram‘hes species.

Bulbs from the climatic category (2) behave in the reverse way; these

are dry and cool in their dormant period in winter and warmer and

damper in the summer. The regions where the summer—growers have

evolved are perhaps not quite so wetl defined as for the winter—growers
but we can pick out the monsoon, summer-rainfall areas of eastern Asia,
where there are many lilies, Central America, notably Mexico, from

whence come many species of Dyed/a, M/Y/a, Nemasry/xls Bessie/av,

R/g/kfafla etc., and the Eastern Cape region, including Natal and

Lesotho, where there are many interesting and garden~worthy summer—

growing ‘bulbs’ such as Hhodofiypoxxls, face/77x3, Ga/i‘oma, and Glad/b—

/z/.5: Cultivation of these summer growers in cold winter areas is a simple
matter since their bulbs can be fitted and stored dry away from frost

during the dormant period, so the question of hardiness is not so much of

a problem as it is with the winter growers.

Bulbs from the more tropical regions are not nearly as set in their ways

and, in the absence of large temperature differences through the year,
react largely in response to wet or dry conditions, regardless of the time

of year. Their flowering period coincides with rainy seasons and if the

rains fail they just stay dormant until it does rain. Thus, in cultivation it is

possibie to start them into growth at any time, although for gardeners in

temperate regions it is actually more convenient to do so in summer

when less artificial heat and light are required. Almost certainly this

accounts for the widely differing flowering times quoted for some bulbs.

The more tropical species of H/ppeasz‘mm (“Amaryllis”), for instance,
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can beinduced t0 grow at almost any time of year However as I have
said with theSe very tender bulbs; It really makes sense to grow them in.

_

l'

the summer months and keep the dormant bulbs stored away warm and .

 '

dry-sduring the winter 80 as a very general rule the bulbs tram-5:.
sub tropical and trepical areas can be treated in the same way as the '_

summer rainfall bulbs of category (2). Areas of the tropics Where there
are a significant number of bulbous/cormous/rhtzcmatous monocots'i --

include Tropical South America East and South Tropical Africa and a
few in the Northern Territories of Australia it is matnly the other parts of__

'

the tropics where they oc0ur in their greatest numbers of course there
are very few ‘bulbs’ in the forested areas most of them occurring in

seasonaily dry grassland or semi “desert

This, then, is a very crude outline of the basic principles.There is a lotat
_

finer detail which. could be included but there is the risk of'i- oven

complicating the matter unduly I hope that it may prompt subscribers
'

living in some of the areas mentioned to send detaiis ot the subtleties or .

'

their. own particular regions so that others can learn of the climatic-
conditions and adapt-their cultivation methods accordingly.-Forexample;
itwouldbee-interesting to hearfrom some of theriArgentinianrireaders,‘7.

'

since their country appears to have“ a somewhat 'completr climate'-_-_
resulting in the occurrence of both winter» and summer growingbulbs In
time,- perhaps it will be possible for the Newsletter to act- as a medium"_
tor the compilation of accurate dossiers about individual genera or even"
better individual species with detailed information of the loCal climatic"
conditions soils and habitats in which they occur in the wild how they
behave in cultivation in various other parts of the World propagationtips,
etc

Koo-boa .5' 5190;?de

One may think that enoughSnowdrops have been described considering“
that they all look basically the same (I wonder how many will rise to thatf
ridiculous statement!) HoWeVer one of the lateSt additions from Turkey;
described by W chin C. D Brickell and A. P Davis [KewBulletin 48:1614”

_

163(1 993)] does have a feature whioh distinguishes it from all other
species. Ga/anf/ms Iceman/afloat?) named after Manfred Koenen of Bonn"
Botanic Gardens in an article entitled ‘A remarkable new spec-res of”

Snowdrop from N E. Turkey’ and is from Gumushane viiayet (provmce) in"
the Black Sea region. It differs ‘mainly in the presence ot a distinctly
Iurrowed abaxial leaf surface (i. e the underratde of the leaf is provrded
with conspicuous grooves) Other points worthy ot comment are that it Is
small in all its parts the flowers Usually have a taint yellowishor“

,

greenish patch towards the base of the inner segments, and they amen"

5
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of urine; as far as i know this is unique, and probably a good thing too.

There is a drawing accompanying the description and this seems to

indicate a rather long flower stalk (pedioel), about 3 cm; since the flower

stem (scape) is only 5.5 cm, this seems proportionally quite long. Other

statistics are: leaves (grey-green), shorter than the flowers but eventually
expanding to 12—228 cm long and 0.5—1.2 cm wide; three largest (the
outer) perianth segments 1.54.? cm long. The nearest related species
are thought to be (5'. caucasxbusand (7‘. e/wesxiil imagine that it will have

been introduced into Germany at the time of the original collection, so

hopefully it will be propagated and distributed from this stock, rather than

collected for commercial purposes from the Wild.

1% Cape 06163.5;V

Last summer we had a visit from Terry and Pam Hatch which we much

enjoyed, catching up with their news, and engaging in plenty of serious

bulb talk. They have a nursery at Pukekhoe in North Island, New

Zealand, called Joy Nurseries, and this is obviously well named since

they are the happiest pair of nurserymen I have encountered! Particular

lines which they have followed include breeding of Nerines and

Zantedeschias, and one legacy of their visit is an interesting video which

Terry made, showing his highly successful method of Alanna cultivation

and propagation. Their return trip to NZ. was via South Africa to see a

little of the Cape flora and l was delighted recently to receive a

substantial article from them about the trip. It is not reproduced here in

full, but I have selected out some of the parts which are likely to be of

most interest to ‘bulbies’.

‘The first few days were spent on the hills and beaches around Cape
Town discovering many botanical treasures growing in soils that

consisted mainly of burnt rock and sand without a trace of humus, and

which held very little moisture. While some areas were damp they would,

by early summer, be very dry. The older areas of scrub, ‘Fynbos’, had

large Proteas, Ericas and huge clumps of Hestios, with very little in the

way of smaller flowering plants. The best areas for bulbs were those

recently burnt over; after the good winter rains growth had been

triggered off by the smoke from the fires (see next item-BM). Fynbos
plants exhibit four fire—survival strategies: regeneration from under—

ground storage organs; protection of dormant buds by thick, insulating
bark; resprouting from woody rootstocks; and survival as seeds which

germinate afterfire. Controlled burning in nature reserves is an accepted
practice and in these areas many ecological battles were to be seen, the

animals and insects versus the plants. The chief predator of bulbs

appeared to be the mole rat; these incredible diggers were able to dig

6



.§.;_tI.InneIsthrough the hardest of rubey soits,molehIils appearing even on

f the hard shoulders of the motorways! In their travels they Would.eat the
choicest of scans not worrymg about the rarity of their. meal The main
predator of the mole rats is the. mole snake who. is realty only interested
in rats but is slaughtered for just being a snake, which upsets the

baIance of power Other contenders for a meal of bulbs are the __Baboons
which enjoy Bab/ans corms and various other species Daissies

(Beaveesrzed relatives of the Hyrax) which appear to dig. up quite a

range of bulbs, and Antelope-s which were enjoying.Watsonias The local

Africans dig almost anything for herbaIuse It is a wonder that there are

any flowers ___Ieftto see yet In many areas bulbs and other, plartts
_proiiferate in their thousands although some of the chorce species are

now becoming rare due to ‘flprogress Heusing, darns vineyards and
modern farming methods can destroy much of the fragile habitat almost
overnight. There is easy access to much of the wilderness around the

Cape easy walking tracks only a few minutes drive from the main city
and towns and the majestic scenery of the mountains and coast is awe

inspiring On a short hike along the coast plants to be seen include
great clumps of Haemanfhus coco/hays with metre——|ongfoliage hanging
over rocks within the reach of salt spray Scarlet Roma/ea fixrsm‘ain soft
sand dunes many Gladiolus species, Lapeirousias, Lachenalias and

Satyrium orchids. On the return trip up and over the hill .

the green

-.-yeliow- and-brown-.Ferra/7a'c/719pa can be found next to 'G/aoirio/z/s deb/72's

with its pure white flowers paintedwith scarlet spots. 'Boop/zone-o'xlsi/Ma
with - huge leaves. with brown hairy edges, still =--with last season’s

seedheads, grows strongly in-thehard earth. AfuIIday’s visit to the

Kirstenbosch Botanic Gardens to brush up on some plant’names and see

some-..of-the-fiora in cultivation was a fulfilling experience.flnside the

main-gate a huge drift oftheyellow Sfrefli‘zxa regrhaewere in-full ‘flight’.
A special treatwas in store in the greenhouse and bulbsgrowing area, to

see-the many rareplants being propagated to save them-from extinction.

Among plants-noted-ein Iuli flower wereyellow [scoops/Ia mamas/ad
orange G/aoIIo/r/s a/az‘z/sand. forms crow/a. species not-seen in New

_Zealand. Much rare plant-material is sent overseas via these gardens.
The Flora ‘93-FIower-Show-was on at the-timeandan amazing coliection

of the-Cape wild flowers were set out overa mountainsscene, andthere

.wasan exhibit by the indigenous Bulb Growers Association (see BN4:14)
. and Kirstenbosch. A long drive-from Cape Town through vast-wheatlands

and citrus groves led to the-florai area of Namaquaiand. The road rises

steeply to a 3000 ft escarpment which stretches into the vast distance of

the Namib and Kalahari Deserts. The area of Niewoudtville where we

stayed was a botanical delight the past winter having experienced good
rains resulting in large numbers of plants fioweri mg well. Many species

7



we grow in New Zealand were evident; the assortment contained

Albucas, Gladiolus and Ornithogalums, while the roadsides had massed

displays of Moraeas, Sparaxis and Hesperanthas. Massive bulbs of

Ve/z‘be/m/a capensxls sported tall inflated seed heads, and hidden among
the grasses were exquisite spikes of Wurmbea arr/main wine and white.

In some of the large damper areas drifts of Bulbinellas had flowered en

masse; these were in three distinctive colour zones, orange, yellow and

white. A few farmers had set aside large areas of their land on which

many species grow. These places are grazed after the plants have

flowered and the seed ripened, the sheep trampling the seeds into the

dry earth. Among rock outcrops Smasher/7x23 3p/end/ki/Lssfn73 was a

shimmering satin blue, rarely 6. rad/Lens grew in the shelter of a small

bush, its flowers having a gem—like quality in blue, red and white. A

garter snake basking in the sun made a contrast in black, yellow and red

bands. Further on a small stream tumbled through a series of rock pools
lined with starry Sp/Yoxene avatar/ice, finally making an impressive
waterfall into a vast canyon that held an amazing number of plant
species. A lone Cape Vulture soared in the midday heat waiting for me to

drop with exhaustion but l survived to tell the tale of this great journey.”

161‘6 were ’5' .5222 eke More ’5 flowers!

In my early days of bulbitis I remember musing over the question of why
bulbs in the wild appear to flower very well after a fire, and they
obviously do: I have seen it in, for example Ca/ocboflus South African

botanist Ted Oliver once described to me how a scrub—covered hillside

which he had known for years erupted into a mass of Amend/Is
bef/adonna after a fire, even though there had been no trace of them

before. There are plenty of other documented cases. The flowering takes

place immediately following the fire, so the flowering cannot be as a

result of the nutrients released in the ashes: that would take a whole

season, with rain to wash it in, to take effect. I wondered about the lack

of shade, once the covering of plants had been removed, and the

blackening of the soil, both of which would result in warming the earth,
but again this would take time to have an effect and, in any case, it is

unlikely that there would be very much change in soil temperature at the

depth of the bulbs. Could it be lack of competition? Well, a bulb 20 or 30

cm deep in the soil is hardly likely to know when the competition has

been removed, and the increased light could not be detected. The only
way bulbs could burst into flower that quickly after a fire would be by
having a flower bud already formed inside the bulb, just waiting for the

right moment to develop. And then I became aware of smoke. The use of

this is now old hat, of course, and commercial bulb growers have used

smoke techniques for decades to induce earlier and more uniform crops

8



of flowers The Isles of Scilly Daffodil growers have for a long time .

burned over their fields to encourage flowermg In‘SoleII d’Or’ while
other growers blow smoke from borning organic matter Into bulb stores

Don Gilbert, of the Min. of Agricol’tures AdVIsory Service once related
”

that in the early days of «smoking’, the simple advice to growers was that: r -

when you held your arm cat at full length and couldnot see your thumb -

'

then the smoke was thick enough! 1 usually lighta straw bonfire in my;
greenhouse every autumn in an attempt to promote more reliable; -'

flowering from my winter~growing Cape bulb,s although l cannot boast a:
very floriferous displayas a result, and the neighboursmust think l are

mad
'

-

It is apparently the ethylenegas, which Is presentin smokefrom burning._

straw, that triggers__-bud formation leads to, increaSed yields of flowers,
-

and results _..inslightly earlier flowering due to.-more rapid development of"

the bdeS There is no doubt that this works, at least it has been shown to:-

work on a range of bulbs grown for. cut flowers such as Dutch lrises '-
.

Freesias and some Narcissus but how does this apply to bulbs in the,
wild? Could the smoke perrneate the sunbaked Soilto such an eXtent
that it triggered the development of a flower bod thch had already been
formed inside the bulb? During the dry season there are often wrde: -

cracks in soils where bulbs occur in the Wild, so there might be some}; -

degree of smoke penetratiOnand, with cultivated bulbs,it has been;
shown that only 10 parts of ethyleneper million of air are reqwred to

'

produce the desired effect, so the penetration would not need to be].
efficient For those who wish to try smoking their bulb collections Alun
Rees valuable book, Ornamenra/ Bulbs; Cams and Tube/s (see BN '_ _-

1: 16), gives figures for gas (smoke) application of 1 —5hoursdaily for 4.:
consecutive days at 25 degrees Centigradei dont know of any detailed
studies that have been undertaken to find out whether this cocld be the

'

explanation for the way in which some bulbs in the wildflowerso quickly__
after a fire but it is one of the most convincing yet

'
'

"

RHS A wards to Crop-:15'65

1 am biased of coUIse, but it is good to see so many GracesspeCIes

receiving RHS awards at the Shows Last autumn, Cnrveus (Teasp/us
and a vigorous clone of 6‘. safer/bus subsp C/é/S/leach recered the;
Award of Merit, and (5‘. caflrroghz‘ranosa Preliminary Commendation

More recently, at the Janualy FlHS Show in London, 6'. o’a/maz‘xcus was
awarded an A M.; in this case the whole species was thought to be
worthy of the award not just the Clone exhibited As Kath Dryden,"
commented,- ‘has anyone ever seen a bad dalmaticIIS?’ l remember:
many. years ago wandering in snow melt patches of this species in"__'

9



Montenegro and selecting, from the vast array of variants, a few which I

thought represented some of the more distinct, from light to dark ,violet,
silvery to biscuit coloured on the outside, etc. One of them, which I

particulary like, has an almost gold exterior to a mid~|avender coloured

flower. fixer/cu/a/us subsp. renews/us was awarded at RC. at the same

Show, a beautifully grown pot full for which the grower, Alan Edwards,
received a Cultural Commendation. Unlike most of my crocuses, these

were all short—tubed and standing beautifully upright whereas mine all

seem to develop long perianth tubes and fall over, probably largely as a

result of having a garden on a north slope and receiving poor winter

sunshine (to those in the S.Hemisphere, sorry—-lwill try to avoid referring
to north and south slopes as being cool 84 shady or hot & sunny, this is a

cosmopolitan newslettert). Maybe we could do with some hints from this

expert crows-grower as to how to keep them small and in character. The

above-mentioned c/z/S/i‘clone was also Alan’s and he has now named

this clone after his wife, ‘Gwendoline Edwards’.

Whilst on the subject of awards l should mention that there is currently a

trial at the RHS Garden at Wisley of autumn~flowering crocuses. This

trial is for three years and has one more year to run so there is still time

to see them. Flowering takes place from about the beginning of

September onwards. in fact this is likely to be the most instructive year,
since it will be possible to assess how the [initially three] corms of each

species have fared in the open ground without any protection for the

three year period; already it is quite clear that some have done very well

and increased whilst others have dwindled, not always in the order one

would expect. Those which are deemed to be worthy garden plants will

be given the Award of Garden Merit (AGM) which is distinct from the

Award of Merit in that it takes into account the ‘good garden plant’ factor.

More 0mm references (sec EN 3:2)

The latest Herbertia to be published, Vol. 48 (1992), contains an

interesting article by M.B.Bayer, up—dating some of the Owe/Lewiork done

by Salter referred to in BM 3. New studies have led to the conclusion that

some of Salter’s species are not sufficiently distinct to be upheld as

species and are therefore reduced to synonymy. Thus, 0. peruse/Cram now

recognised as a widespread species of the SW Cape region of South

Africa, encompassing 0. carp/Y/acea, 0. confe/z‘x‘fo/xa, 0. rob/hson/Z
0. knee/32‘s, amaSSOH/ana, awe/anagrapr‘a, 0. fie/a’e/be/‘gens‘xa
a grammop/zyfla, 0. /epf0gramma cf 0. came/apam’a/xs. The leaves of 0.

parda/zlscontain some cells which show up as black lines when they are

dried out, for example when the plant is turned into an herbarium

specimen, and this feature has prompted the various unusual epithets
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given above: me/anograpr‘a, ‘black lines’; gram/nopnyfla, ‘lined leaves’;

/epz‘cgram/na, ‘with narrow lines or markings’. l presume that para/ans
also refers to the markings, but came/cparda/fs ‘tawny—coloured spot~
ting’ seems to be edging away somewhat from the idea of black lines.

That is one of the drawbacks of describing species solely from dried

specimens (and a great many species have been in the past), the colours

not always being the same as in the living plant. 0. party’s/e, incidentally,
is a very variable plant, ranging from near~stemless to 30 cm tall, with

hairless to very hairy leaflets with can be anything from narrowly linear to

triangular or elliptical, and 2.5-4.5 cm diameter flowers in white, pink,
lilac, apricot, reddish—purple or yellow. Just imagine the fun and chaos if

there was the same approach to the naming of the variants of this

species as in, say, (S‘s/anthers

The other species dealt with in this paper are 0. n'V/b’a, into which

adenfafa, 0. /.az‘en'f/ora and 0. pne/Aana’wa’es have been ‘sunk’, and 0.

gen/bnn/Za, incorporating 0. sexing/sum, 0. urban/Lana and a toe/Arman

g/naz‘a. 0. nix/iota (SW Cape) is 15-30 cm tall with triangular leaflets,
purple on the undersides, and pale lilac or purple funnel—shaped flowers

about 2.5-4 cm across. 0. Ln/bnn/Lza (‘with angled roots’: the bulbs

have sharply-angled ridges) is also from the SW Cape and is another

stemmed species, about 20 cm tall with narrowly wedge—shaped leaflets

and white to pale pink or lilac funnel-shaped flowers about 2.54 cm

across. Another reference to South African Oxalis, which enthusiasts for

the genus might like to know about, is given in this paper: (Era/13 d/nes, a

new species from the western Cape, by R.Ornduff, published in Journal

of South African Botany 39:20(1 973).

Herfiertzla aadtée 135'

Having referred to Herbertia, I must mention some of the other articles

published in Vol. 48. Clivias are given some coverage by Cliff Grove of

the West Australia Gladiolus, Dahlia and Hippeastrum Society (now
tmre is an interesting combinationi-—39 Pandora Drive, City Beach,
Western Australia 6015, for anyone who might wish to get in touch).
Graham Duncan of Kirstenbosch has also contributed an article on the

genus, particularly concerning the lovely yellow variant of 6’. mrn/az‘a
var. arr/ha. There is a very nice detailed and colour~illustrated account of

Fens/7;? by Maurice Boussard who probably knows as much as anyone
about the lridaceae, and probably even more about its cultivation, so this

is valuable material. Thanks to Maurice l have one of these weirdly
beautiful plants just coming into bloom, an iris-shaped flower in a

mixture of yellows, browns and blacks, heavily blotched darker maroon

and crisped at the edges of the six segments. Richard Doutt has an
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article on Cape Buib conservation, and the same topicis addressedby
David Hardy of Pretoria, an authority on the utilisation of the indigenous
Cape plants by herbalists, who largely collect theirmaterials from the

wild. There are articles on Ve/ihe/M/Ie, Cent/min Namibia, His-ewe
breeding, Bu/o/hef/a (seldom~grown in Britain but showy, with.‘white.-,
yellow—or red~hot poker’ spikes, and an odd genus in that it hasavery
unusual distribution, in New'Zealand and SouthAfrica). Terry Hatch

writes about Nerine~growing in New Zealand, and-there is a discussion

about the genera related to #93363 and Sr‘mma/ra_.(Amaryllidaceae,
subtribe Strumariinae) by the authority on this group, DeirdreSnijinan of

KirStenbosoh Botanic Garden. Short notes on Women/la, lf/aXI/a and

Home/7;? complete this volume which, as one might have guessedby
now, is devoted to the bulbs of Southern Africa. The address of the

International Bulb Society, of which Herbertia is the Journai, is now PO

Box 4928, Culver City, California 90230-4928.

Restoration ofMy Garden

No, not my garden (although it needs it) but the journal of that name.

The publication of this ‘intimate magazine torgarden lovers’ ceased 42

years ago, but this year, in January, My Garden will rise-again, thanks to

Alan Edenborough, its re-creator; in fact January marks thebOth

anniversary of its initial publication, lt-is not particularly. bulbous, of

course, but any magazine worth its shelf space is bound to have

something geophytio in it. In fact in the special edition of December
1993, published to mark the relaunch and containing a selection from

the previous series, there is an intriguing comment by H.E.Bates in an

article called ‘Lilies and Coal’. A delighttui article,_._,._butnothing of

immense interest to the hardened bulb enthuSiast except for a note

about an aunt who had a vast clump of a rare blaok~stemmed variant of

LIV/Um stand/Hum Now that I would like to see; My much-treasured
1938-39 catalogue of the Tunbridge Wells lily firm W.A'.Constable listed
a var. cemuum with tall slender black stems and long narrow snow~white

petals, at the fairly heady price of two shillingsper bulb (do you
remember? - twenty shillings to the pound, none of "this metric

nonsensei). Compared with L raga/e, a comparatively recent introduc~

tion at just over £14 per thousand, that was a fair outlay for "a plant in

those days. i wonder where H,E.Bates’ aunt lived.

Anyone interested in My Garden can obtain details from iHigher
Sandpits, CharltOn Mackrell, Somerton, Somerset TA11 6nd. We wish
the journal all the best.
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A a 0:15 at natural a ybrzka’N arms-511$ 12 am ed

Narcissus names seem to proliferate almost like alliums, and yet another

hybrid has been described from the wild in Spain. This is N. aria/770;; a IV.

mnfabrrbus x N. famedesx?‘ cross, from Arquillos a Vilches in Jaen

Province. This is an attractive—looking plant (but aren’t they all, really),
intermediate between its parents, having yellow flowers with the long
perianth tube of Al. femano’esxk’but with the wide cup of M maniac/mus

Perhaps, from the illustration, the flower shape is most like N.

Gamay/bus but the influence of M femandesfr’ results in the ability to

produce more than one flower per stem. IV. X romo/ is described by
J.Femandes-Casas in Foams/era's 361271 -272(1 993).

Recently, on the subject of the Bulb Newsletter and Narcissus, John

Blanchard wrote to: ‘l hope that you will continue to point us in the

direction of where bulb news can be found in more detail. l was

concerned to find that the 19th Supplement of Index Kewensis shows 16

species of Narcissus and 14 wild hybrids which I did not known about

when I did my book’ . The good news is that l also found that i am

already growing the majority of the Species.’

"Narcissus, A Guide to Wild Daffodils, published by the Alpine Garden

Society 1990.

[(3.03chmotécracw .411sz

Writing in HOV/deflower 22:89(1992), S.Bru|lo, P.Pavone and C.Salmeri

have described a species of A/A/k/mfrom the Aegean island of Rhodes,

appropriately named A Mod/acorn This is a slender delicate—looking
bulbous species about 15-25 cm in height with thread-like leaves on the

stem and an umbel of 12-20 tubular pinkish—white flowers about 6-»? mm

long, the six segments with outward—curving purple tips and each with a

central purple vein. The umbel is one-sided, the flowers carried on

slender pedicels which are erect at first, then arching outwards and

downwards. This belongs to the section Scorodon which places it with

better-known species such as .4. cups/7x}; A. afl/MW/S‘CbOH and x4. ng/Z
It is said to be closest to .4. fl/fim’agmafum which Prof. Steam in Flora

Europaea Vol.5 treats as a subspecies of A. cups/rd the latter is also

recorded for Rhodes but differs from the newly described species in

having netted~fibrous bulb tunics, hairy leaves and a spathe (the
membranous sheath covering the umbel before it opens out) consisting
of only one valve; in A. Mod/acumthere are two valves, the leaves are

hairless and the tunics papery. A. cacao/If has its attractions, so maybe
this is of similar garden appeal. It appears to be late spring—flowering so

will not have quite the same value as the autumnal A. aa/x’x'm/Lschcn.
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Anyone for Ba W105?

Mrs Manny Neale has a copy of E.A.Bowles’ Handbook of Crocus and

Colchicum which she recently picked up in a secondhand bookshop and
she has asked if I know of anyone whowould like. to acquire it. She
writes, ‘I will be pleased to swop the book for anyinteresting beardless

iris that is offered, although 40 chromosome Siberians are of special
interest to me’ Bolees handbook is one of the classics in monocot
literature and is essential and enjoyable reading, so here is a nice

opportunity for an iris enthusiast to spread her orhis wings and learn
about these two choice but quite unrelated genera. Mrs Neale can be

contacted at 33 Woodlands Avenue, Spilsby, Lincs., PE23 5EL.

Tire 523 Vibg Ems!) Plant; and a new Herr-mentally

I doubt that this is a listed vernacular name for Heisman/has a/b/flos; but

that is what it reminds me of when it pushes up into flower. This note

was prompted by a letter from Mr M.Elliott of Loughborough who sent in

a photograph for identification of a plant he was given as ‘Eiephants
Tongue’. He could not track it down in the HHS Gardeners’ Encyclopedia
using this name and, of course, it is very difficult to identify a plant from

scratch if you have no idea what it is. Keys are of only limited value

since, with a completely unknown plant, one would have to start with a

key to the whole of the flowering plant kingdom and work laboriously
through all the stages to species level, and few books provide keys
anyway. The best bet is to wave the plant in front of a group of keen

gardeners: there is always likely to be someone who has a shrewd idea

of where it belongs in the scheme of things, if not an outright
identification. In this case there is no problem;this is a quite frequently
grown plant, often to be seen sitting on a windowSill, but it is surprising
how many are sent in for identification to botanical and horticultural

establishments. I am sure that most of the BN subseribers will know this

plant but for those who do not, briefly, The Elephant’sTongue/Shaving
Brush Plant is a native of South Africa, maInlyfrom the Eastern Cape
region and Natal, hence it occurs in the summer rainfall area althoughit

has a very wide distribution and it does extend westwards into the

eastern part of the winter rainfall area as well In cultivation the large
bulbs do not require drying out in summer since it is an evergreen
species needing some water the whole year, and they are bestgrown
with the tops just level with the surface. Few species of Haemanthus
have white flowers ~ they are mostly red or pink, hence the name

meaning ‘blood~red flower — so this species is distinctive. in fact there are

only two other species (out of a total of about 22) Which have evergreen

leaves, occur in the summer rainfall region and have a whorl of stiff
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whitish or greenish spathe valves surrounding the umbel of flowers. H.

a/o/f/osis the most widespread and variable of the three, with each bulb

producing 2,4 or 6 leaves which may be anything from 2.5 to 11.5 cm

wide, hairless to conspicuously hairy and plain green or white-spotted.
The shuttlecock—shaped umbel gives the impression of consisting mainly
of upright yellow stamens and the whole head, which may be held on a

stem (peduncle) from 5-35 cm long, is surrounded by up to 8 white,

green-veined spathe valves.

I am very fond of H. a/b/f/os but H. deform/Leis more attractive, similar in

its basic appearance but the peducle is short and stocky, often not more

than 5 cm, so that the umbel is almost sitting on the 2 to 4 leaves which

lie flat on the ground; these are as wide as, or wider than, long and vary
from about 7-25 cm longlwide. As with H. a/b/f/osthey may be hairless or

hairy. The umbel of white flowers is surrounded by overlapping white

bracts; those of Ha/b/f/os do not overlap. H. deform/Ls occurs wild in

Natal and the Transkei. This was the position when Dierdre Snijman
produced her excellent monograph of the genus (7/719 genus Hoe/nan-

fhr/s; published by the National Botanic Gardens, Kirstenbosch in 1984),
which is so beautifully illustrated by the South Africa botanical artist

Ellaphie Ward—Hiihorst (1 of the 24 colour plates is by Fay Anderson).
However, recently, a new species has been described by Deirdre

Snijman and this adds a third to this small group of H. a/b/f/osrelatives.

The new Haema/r/‘fius is called H! peace/#0405 and it differs most

obviously in having only one leaf per bulb, except in the autumn when

the new leaf emerging overlaps for a time with the old ‘outgoing’ leaf.

Apart from this, it has a smaller umbel of flowers, only 1.53 cm in

diameter and containing only 8—19 flowers (at least 25 in the other two

species), and the individual flowers are longer than those of H. a/b/f/os,
at 2.5—3.5 cm (1.6—2.3 cm in H. war/05). H. paired/#00058 known from

only two localities on the Transvaal Drakensberg Escarpment where it

grows in the shade of bushes and experiences a hot fairly dry summer

and a rather cooler, but dry, winter. Possibly it would be rather less

simple to grow than H. a/bxf/os which must rate as one of the easiest of

bulbs.

A SIYVer—lca Mid (Zr/clam ea greecam

Many years ago Maggie & I brought home a tuber of a wholly
silvery-leaved agraecum from Greece, not far from Athens near the

hotel at Glyfada. This is still alive and large, and produces a lot of seeds

each year which have been distributed to a number of people over the

last 20 years or so. i have not kept track of the resulting seedlings raised

by others, but nearly all of those which I have raised have been more or
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less identical withthe parent. l-tind it a bit odd-that this cornestruegfrom_
seed and yet the overall impressionzwas that the majority otthe'plantsin”
the population were-of the-normal (it anything can: be white be normal

in cyclamen leaves!) Gg/aecumtype, is prominently zoned-with light-and
dark patterns. We did not do an exhaustive search-amongthe thousands

which-were there but it did seem that-thiswasavery unusual occurrence

in this particular population. i suppose that-in the wild,-cross-pollination
might be the normal way of things whereas at home in thegreenhouse
this plant usually is flowering on its own and may be only rarely
cross pollinated Anyway, it is an interesting variant, whatever the

explanation, and I will continue to enjoy it without asking too many
questions. Maybe if we ever go to that Spot again i will take a seedling
and plant it back there; the only problem is that i will need a CITES
certificate to do so!

Christos lire/ta Whatéy 5017/3finger?
At repotting time back in September, always an interesting time to See
how bulbs are getting on, look attheirtunics”(fascinating thingsl), gloat
over the buiblets and get depressed over the deaths, i was puzzled to

see quite a lot of small bulblets in the pot of Scfl/abugb/i’bulbs. These
looked like seedlings but could not have been since it was repotted the
previous year into new soil and did not flowerin 1993, On closer

inspection these were found to be attached at various places on the

roots of the parent bulbs, quitesome distance below soil level,but quite
obviously produced by the old roots. I find this quite odd; we are very
familiar with root cutting in dicotyledons, primulasand so on, but i do not
remember an instance of bulbs forming on roots. Leaf cuttings *work' in

the case of Lackenafia, Salton/is, A/buca and bulb scales, which are

modified leaves, are a recognised way of increasing many bulbOus
plants, but this is new to me I am not complaining: Sofia cargo/its; not

that common, 30' some extra bulblets are welcome

in case there is anyone who is unfamiliar with this species, it is a robust

relative of 5'. pert/wane with leaves up to 6 cm wide, spreading out

almost horizontally in a rosette and surrounding the large conical

inflorescence which appears in spring. Not the sort of plant you need in

abundance if space is limited.

Stamps again:

Wayne Roderick, on a recent and very welcome visit from California,
brought a set of five 29 cent-flower stamps. l have already reported that

one of these depicts two irises, but i did not-realisethat it waspart oia
set. The others are hyacinth cultivars, tulip cultivars, narcissus cultivars
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and, curiously, a lilac. Has the US Postal Service been kept in the dark

about petaloid monocots or do they think perhaps that lilac has a bulb? A

complete set of bulb stamps would have made more sense, but of course

the set would then have to consist of six stamps, one for each perianth
segment! On a letter from Eire l received a very nicely executed Irish

Ladies Tresses, Sp/fanmes romanzofflana, and three flower stamps from

the USA, clearly not belonging to the same set as the above ones from

Wayne; they are all 29 cent stamps, and one of them is a monocot,
Ar/Lsaema repay/Mm.

Catalogues

So many lists have arrived during the last few months that i really have

had to be fairly ruthless in my selection since I do not want this item to

become too large. On the other hand it is fun to cull through them to sort

out the choice items and i hope that it is of interest to subscribers and

helpful to our friends the nurserymen.

One list not covered before, and extraordinary in its range of unusual

items, is that of Mike Salmon who once pipped us all at the post by
calling his house ‘Monocot’l He now has a seedfbulb nursery, called

Monocot Seeds, and what a mouth—watering collection it is. This is the

bulb list, but there is also a seed list issued in autumn each year. The

first page, bulbs for spring delivery (summer-growers) includes some

surprises such as Orr/hum yemense, Phaedra/7.92533 dub/a, species of

A/buaa, Diane/é? and Tu/bag/i/a— all very uncommon in cultivation — but

the ‘bulbs for autumn delivery’ section is quite extraordinary. flee/nan

f/Iz/s‘King Albert’, Han/Iowa beeper/“imam a host of species Nerorlssuflof
course - Mike is a Narcissus expert), many Crocus Co/cflfcum, Homo/ea

and Aroids (I never thought I would ever see the miniscule America/ma

base/Yin a cataloguel), lots of 5017/3 species, another speciality, unusual

Ore/Moga/um, the list goes on. Many of these were originally of known

wild source and this information is retained, although the stock is largely
seed-grown from the original bulbs. Monocot Seeds, Jacklands, Jack~

lands Bridge, Tickenham, Clevedon, Avon BS21 SSG, UK.

For those who like to grow their plants from seed there are several

possiblities and I must compile a list for future publication. The range of

species offered in seed catalogues, particularly those offering wild

collected seeds, is much wider than in plant and bulb lists since the

nurserymen do not have all the bother of trying to raise stocks for sale.

Seed collecting in the wild, if undertaken with a degree of thought for the

future well-being of the species concerned, probably does no harm on a

small scale and does provide gardeners with an enormous amount of

interest. For the moment i have selected three catalogues which are
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especially interesting, ._firstly Sally and .Tim -Walker’s list =.--frorni.‘-the.-.g_
'

-

southwestern United-States and Mexico.vThere-are-many many species
almost unknown in cultivation, listed accordingftoState and coded-zz-so-as

to provide habitat and other useful intormation.l have :picked out just-a
few ofthe monocots to give an idea of the

-

range: colour forms act-'-

Bessera silage/73,. _.Cypeflarose; Hypoxia MEX/bans ”Ca/ochori‘ua-"barab

[as Earffi/oo/bm granoif/orum, [27:9 momma/7m, Edward/la [/3 reasons

and For/[[3279 aimpwpurea The non~bulbous rangeis perhaps-even
more unusual, but one has to stop somewhere! Southwestern-Native

Seeds, Box 50503, Tucson, Arizona 85703, USA.

Jim & Jenny Archibald’s list of seeds probably needs little introduction

and, in addition to the wealth of seeds contained therein the catalogue-
has become famous for their. introductory remarks, which seem to-

promote reactions on a__s_liding._scalefrorn mirth to furyl Anyone reading
the list will soon forgetanything they readon the-first pages, for this is

no ordinary list: 64 entries for Bamako/ms, 17 Egdbromkxmlus species)
-

collections, 21 Err/Warm (US species), 02bfle/osfemma m/ubx/e __

Androcymb/Z/m fBCfl/flgfi?”from Crete, 7 Eomarea sp. Ecuador’
----- need

I go on? Jim and Jenny ArchibaldBrynCollen,Ffostrasol Llandysul
Dyfed SA44 588, Wales

'

'

.

Perhaps almost the same remarkscould be madeaboutthe John

Watson 3 Anita Flores list of seeds from South America here again is an

extremely choice Selection, if the reader is strong enoiJQhto get through
the first ten pages of explanation! It is well worth the effort,- though, for
there is a lot of valuable information both here, and in the last few pages-:-
as well, about the climate The names speak for, themselves Hoode-
para/a species (several),So/enome/ua pedunou/ai‘z/s 7emp/72/aea Vito/I-
flora, Conanmera [corsair/are aria/rs eta/“2705aA/sfmemena anngaf/fo/xa _

O/syn/i/m/zmceum Or __whatabouta nice little Pit/ya [a2mono’2/(Bromelia—3.

case) for your tall narrow alpine house; the record seems to be 28 _ye_ars-_,._
from seed to flowering, and the height a graceful 30-.35 feet; but it_i§an.._-:.._.

alpine monocotl How can one resist statements like ‘Other una-named...-,
species probably new to soience”? Below~thebelt advertising, ___lcall it
John Watson & AnitaFlores24 Kingsway, Petts Wood Orpington Kent-__
BR51PR UK. - -

.

.. .

Pauline Brown, daughter'ofMr VH Humphrey, continues.to.trade in.
irises under her late father’sname and has. __sent the1993catalogue-
which has an enormous selectiOn ot bearded iris cultivars arranged in}-
their groups according to the horticultural classification In addition to:
these there are some of the Sparta hybrids which are not seen  in many-:gt

catalogues, and a good selection of Spurias and PaCific Coast hybrids: as:
well. I love the species but I marvel at the ingenuityand patience of the
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breeders who have come up with this incredible range of very

garden—worthy cultivars. This year I ‘discovered’ the Miniature Tall

Beardeds, or ‘Table irises’, and in this catalogue there are 26 named

varieties, so I will have to use up another piece of lawn if we are going to

try some of those! V.H.Humphrey, Iris Specialist, Westlees Farm,
Longmore Lane, Westcott, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 3JN.UK (catalogue
75p)

‘Ellebore. In the last Newsletter I stupidly omitted the address of this

French nursery. As luck would have it the nursery has moved out of Paris

and, even if had l remembered to include it, my information would have

been out of date by now. The new address of Christian Geoffrey and

Nadine Albouy (and Virgile) is ‘Ellebore, La Chamottiere, 61360 Saint

Jouin de Blavou, France.

A dverts

Mr J. Grixti of 13 Marion House, Gort Street, Paceville, STJ ()6 Malta is

trying to obtain the following Vallotas (i.e., fly/famous e/az‘us, CZ

puma/eras, Var/bra spec/bsa): ‘Alba’, ‘Delicata’, ‘Eximea’. Also, Warmer

saw/enema Magma/Wm; flare/490.33 [regarded as a synonym of Saao’owus

pun/was BM 1, H. panther/.9 (Scadoxus pun/bead and H. sangwheus He

is quite happy to pay for these and would prefer that they are not wild

collected bulbs.

Tony Hoilingworth, 49 Woodthorpe Road, Richmond, Sheffield 813 8DT,
South Yorkshire is wishing to acquire the following Crows species: C.

Hyena/731:5; 6'. padlsz‘enbus 6‘. scare/bus C, ammo/fir, Cf. liaise/menus ssp .

suworomanua C. creamer/bus (I. are/721$ (wbe/bff/fi. C. bafimann/Ianus
C. exam/m7 and 6‘. bod/0351' Mmm~-~some of those I would like myself!

Also M3 pamp/zy/Aza and A warren/Z

Alec (3. Cole, 48 Charminster Avenue, Bournemouth 8H9 188 is looking
for some Solomon’s Seals: Fog/gunman? ire/f/c/V/afz/m & V. rub/rung P;

stewed/Jana”), P. graM/h/foflzxm, ‘and others’; also Ea/r‘firo/m/m rosfre

rum, E. e/egans, E. propu/lanslNote: considered Endangered in the wild

under the US Endangered Species Actl—-BM], E. zf/ama/bense, E

lb’fl/IOEHSB, E. mesocfloreunz, E. nudopefa/z/m [I think that this is not

distinct from E. graan/omm—BM] and E. purpurascens

From Me Postéag

Monica Ljung has written from Sweden to tell us about the formation of a

new bulb group there. She says: ’The bulb interest seems to explode in

this country, mostly thanks to the Gothenburg Botanical Garden. A

nationvwide bulb group will start after Christmas with annual flower
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shows and sales in Goflthenburg
’

I am sure that all [3N subscribers loin _.

with us in wishing them all the best. -
.

.

.

--

Stephen Jury, Curator of the Herbarium at ReadingUniversityreturned

from a 19 day trip to northern Morooco in the autumn and sent a

tantalisingly brief card: ’A/aralssus sax-0777777.;in many places.“M III/72:791-

flomstwice 5 Sites for Crocus merenderas almoSt everywhere Soillas
(? 3 species), Colchicums, Tape/naflf/Irus [sum/27777 auz‘umna/e, org/77.9.9
mew/777a and Pancxaf727777 sp.! BN is hepingfor an expanded-version
sometime

Pat Davidsonof Bishopsboume Canterburywrites: ’The Bulb Newsletter
I find absorbing reading and full of interesting smppets of Information [I
like repeating those bitsl- HEM] ’I really intended writing after your
reference to tyconlsspecies in BN2: 10 Like you, I found them (mainly l

radiate but also A. swam/yen?) extremely reluctant to flower and when
grown in pots the bulbs kept dividing, producing copious foliage. “In
desperation I threw them into the greenhouse border. alongside___Amag/l/Is
oe/Iadonna Hymenoaa/fls oa/aI/ma; Ease/7773 bIco/orand a few others. I

thereafter forgot about them until two or three years later when a couple
of flower spikes emerged to my complete amazement Since then I have
had a dozen or more flower spikes every year of a scarlet red colour and
in the last couple of years L sot/emigrate has also obliged

’
"

. My
greenhouse is heated to keep out frost but in spite of thermostatic
control, the temperature fluctuates between 38 and 75 deg F The soil is

a light alluvial type over flint and'gravel'andlhave added coarse-sand
where the bulbs are planted. The border-is baked-allspring"&"i’ summer

and only watered when the 577029777719 and '-':/7'y777e77c7c7a//719are-'Tin'growth.
This obviously triggers the travels; followed Very shortly by the-'AmaIJI/Ars
to flower and I then watertheir foliage until it starts to die-”back inspring.’
Pat incidentally, is the holder of the National Colleetion'of "Zanfeo’eschfia

and this fact reminds me again___of __TeryHatoh, who has raised an

amazing array of colourful hybrId arurn lilies in New zealand. Terry
reckonSthatLymflsneed lime so I am now tryingthatas an additive
Maurice Boussard has corrected me over my comments on Answer/Item

(BN4: 12) ’Peter Goldblatt has desoribedS species in his revision of

AnomaI/Ieaamthe fifth one being the shy A. flaw/ass, a successful weed
here.’ Thank you Maurice for keeping the BN staff on theirtoes!

'

'

'
'

***t**********

Overheared at a recent RHS Show: ‘Lookat that—you would thinkthat
botanists would have a better knowledgeof geography than that-
«Sprezre/IamWIabelled as coming fromMeXIoo Beautiful!
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